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Bibliographic Instruction
 Tour of the Building
 Tour the Databases
 Tour the Opac
 Service Points

What’s New
Students
 Problem based learning
 Not memorizing

 Library
 Study in the Building
 Search onLine

 Overly Confident
 Underprepared

Library
 Discovery Tools
 Searching is easy
 Finding is difficult

 Print / OnLine Resources
 Solving problems replaces
Reserves

ACRL Standards
 Determine the extent of information needed
 Access the needed information efficiently / effectively

 Evaluate information and its sources critically
 In corporate selected information into one’s knowledge
 Use information to accomplish a specific purpose
 Understand issues surrounding use of information





Economic
Legal
Social
ethical

http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/informationliteracycompetency

SAMR model
Effective use of Technology

http://www.schrockguide.net/samr.html

Bloom’s Taxonomy

http://www.maggiehosmcgrane.com/2014/09/flipping-grade-4-and-flipping-blooms.html

Informing the Conversation

Research Paper
Assignment

Compare Atticus’ motivation in “To Kill a Mockingbird” with the person portrayed in
“Go Set a Watchman”
Focusing research question;
-historically
-accuracy of personal recollection

Search

Evaluate

Select keywords that describe information needed, and use them in CentralSearch
[a library discovery tool] and select three sources from reliable publications that
address the questions you need to answer.
-Literary DB [or discovery tool] … history criticism & author or title /subject heading
-book reviews
Appropriateness of Source
-Author; education, publication, employment
-Article, bibliography addressed, citation

RELEVANCE to my questions
Integrate

Include relevant sources in appropriate places in the assignment using accepted
citation format.

Bringing the question
into focus

Current Event
Assignment

Should women serve in forward deployments in the armed service?

Search

Select keywords that describe information needed, and use them in
CentralSearch [a library discovery tool]. Filter the results to magazine
articles, and select three sources from reliable publications that address
the questions you need to answer.
Consider the authority of each source by addressing the credibility of the
author, the publication, and the timeliness of the information contained in
the article.
Identify one article that your search produced, but you found
inappropriate to the question you needed to answer.
In a paragraph, discuss the choice you would advise a friend in similar
circumstances using the information you gathered. Use the information
you gathered to support your advice, and identify the source of that
information through using a citation so your friend can find additional
information.

Evaluate

Integrate

Structuring my topic
 IDEA: Integrating Women in Armed forces
 Heard on evening news

 KW: Integrating ||Women ||”Armed forces”
 Process
 Reaction
 US vs Other Countries

 Thesis:
 What was the process that Secretary of Defense outlined for
considering how women would be integrated in combat rolls in
the armed forces?
 What was the reaction to the Secretary of Defense
announcement that women would be integrated in combat
rolls in the armed forces?

Putting the Pieces Together
Can I Intelligently Talk about my Topic
Background /
Context

Uncited

• General Article
• Encyclopedia

What experts say about my Topic
Accurate
Reliable

• Scholarly Articles
• Popular Articles
• Newspaper

Cited

Highlights for my Topic
Personal
Perspectives

• Primary
Documents
• Interviews
• Memoirs Autobiographies

Finding my Sources
 Background [Discovering the Context]
 Limiting CentralSearch to magazines or books
 Background Information
 Overview
 General Knowledge

 Scholarly Articles [Thorough investigation]
 Limiting CentralSearch to Journal Articles
 Specialized studies
 Peer Reviewed
 By experts for experts
 Uses specialized vocabulary and jargon
 Specialized Databases

General Interest Periodicals

CENTRAL SEARCH
Women
“armed forces”

Integrating

Useful Information

CENTRAL SEARCH

Select the type of material you need to limit results.

CENTRAL SEARCH

Select the material that best fits your thesis.

Terms/ Concepts
Assignment

How do scholars use specialized vocabulary?
-using a specialized term form [one of your classes], find
an example of how that term is used in professional
literature

Search

-discovery tool; key word>limit to scholarly article
-Specialized dictionary [dictionary and discipline]

Evaluate

Compare the specialized use of the term with how the term is
used outside the profession.

Integrate

Write a paragraph that examines how a professional uses the
term you investigated. Is it different from how most people
use it? How does this usage make the concept it describes
clearer, more descriptive?
-Create an infographic
-Explain to a classmate how this term is used and where you
found it in a scholarly article.

Connecting to the University
Assignment

Goals;
[connectedness]
gain familiarity with award-winning faculty on campus
[Information Management]
Entering the academic conversation: specifically identify
elements of a scholarly article, validate the information
Navigating Library Resources: locate a specific article cited in
the article as well as a related print book in the library
Assignment
For this assignment you will need to
1/ look at the winner of the Byler award
2/ examine the structure of a scholarly article written by him
3/ discuss the process of locating another winner and an article
by this person.

Who Writes
this stuff

Career
Assignment

Discovering my Profession!
Professionals develop a set of skills and abilities that are reflected in their education,
experience, and aptitudes. What are the expectations of my chosen career and
what is the outlook for the next decade? What professional associations are there
that can help me find jobs and prepare me for a career? What professional journals
are available, and what topics do they discuss?

Search

Using the Occupational Outlook Handbook, find the entry for your career. Using
Google, find a professional association for the career you’ve chosen. Using
CentralSearch [a library discovery tool], find a professional journal used to inform
professionals in your occupation about current developments in their field by filtering
the results to journal articles.

Evaluate

Consider the authority of each source by addressing the credibility of the author, the
publication, and the timeliness of the information contained in the article.
Identify one article that your search produced, but you found inappropriate to the
question you needed to answer.

Integrate

In a paragraph, discuss if key aspects of your career, including average pay, growth
projections and recommended preparation. Use the information you gathered in your
searches to discuss information contained on the web-site of a professional
organization, and list one job listing that interests you. Discuss a professional
journal for that occupation you discovered using CentralSearch, and summarize the
types of articles you found in one issue. Please cite the source you discovered so
your reader can find additional information.

Validating an Article
Assignment

Search

Find a scholarly article on [identify a particular topic, or
give a specific article] and evaluate how credible the
author is by examining his/her background as well as the
validity of the article by examining the bibliography at the
end of the article.
-Use database to find article
-Use Google to find information about the author [name +
CV (or vita)]

Evaluate

Author
Find a vita of the author that lists his/her education,
publication record and where they currently work.
Article
Examine the breadth, depth and recency of the information
contained in the bibliography.

Integrate

Write a paragraph discuss the author’s background and the
quality of the bibliography
-Create an infographic
-Explain to a classmate how

Who W

Wikipedia
Assignment

Search

Evaluate

Integrate

Using Central Search, find a popular publication, a Wikipedia entry and a scholarly
article that discuss the [provide topic]. Compare the three sources in use of
specialized vocabulary, bibliography, authority of the author, and transparency of
the review process. Identify two similarities between the three sources and two
differences between the three sources.

Beethoven

Oral Histories
Assignment

How does perspective affect our memories?
Interview a person about a significant event in their lives 20 years ago. Dig a bit
deeper into the event using a newspaper article and a scholarly investigation.
[an example could be found using Storycorps]

Search

Identify an event in the person’s narrative and find a newspaper or popular
periodical from that time period. Find a scholarly article that deals with the event.

Evaluate

Select source material that relates to an element of the story. Examples could
include the time frame, the issues [could be a comparison between now and then],
the historical context, or how we currently view an issue from the past.

Integrate

-Write a paragraph
-Create an infographic
-Explain to a classmate how

storycorps

Entering the Academic
Conversation

Difficulties Students Report

Comparing Student Obstacles

Students use of Librarians

Head, Alison J. and Michael B. Eisenberg. 2010. Truth be told: How college students evaluate and use information in the digital age.
Seattle: University of Washington Information School, Project Information Literacy. Accessed

Creating Resources
Assignment

Search

Evaluate

Integrate

-Create a movie
-Narrate a poweropoint
-create an animation
-Design an infographic
-Create an ibook [ebook]

Thinglink

Creating Infographic

http://www.naturalnews.com/048534_failed_vaccines_infographic_circular_log
ic.html

http://www.economistgroup.com/leanback/consumers/infogra
phic-what-happy-consumers-do/

10 free programs to create infographics available at
http://www.creativebloq.com/infographic/tools-2131971

Creating presentatins

Questions
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